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Our Brand Im
age

Inspired by epic adventures at every altitude, the Sea to Sum
m

it brand is all about the pure joys of fresh air, fresh 
challenges and fresh thinking. Our brand com

m
unicates our purpose, values and sensibilities in a w

ay that aim
s to 

attract a com
m

unity of like-m
inded explorers.

Our brand is every im
pression that people have of Sea to Sum

m
it—

not just their experience using our gear, but also 
their experience on our w

ebsite and at retail, w
hat they read about us in the press or in our ads, how

 w
e talk to people, 

and how
 people talk to their m

ates about us.

Sure, w
e can’t control all of that, but w

e can present a consistent m
essage about w

ho w
e are and w

hat w
e stand for in 

everything w
e do. 

Our Brand Essence
There’s a reason it’s called escape. There’s sim

ply no replicating it in an office. You’ve got to get outside to experience it.

That feeling of freedom
 and pure, unconditional fun. And at Sea to Sum

m
it w

e’re serious about finding it. W
e never take 

it for granted. N
ot up top. N

ot on the descent.

And every bit of that feeling goes into each piece of gear w
e m

ake. It’s how
 w

e pass on our experiences. By designing 
and building equipm

ent that brings you closer to the outdoors. That pulls you nearer to the cam
pfire. That opens paths 

to places you’ve never before seen. 

W
e strive to create things that are nim

ble and light. But serious enough to deliver w
hen called into duty. And w

e have 
all the fun in the w

orld m
aking them

. W
hen w

e put our logo on a piece of gear, in fact, it stands for every single person’s 
nam

e in our team
.
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Sea to Sum
m

it Proudly Supports
Leave No Trace, a non-profit organisation w

hose 
m

ission is to prom
ote and inspire responsible 

travel and outdoor recreation through education, 
research and partnerships. Dedicated to prom

oting 
attitudinal change and the em

pow
erm

ent of 
individuals, com

panies and com
m

unities to accept 
responsibility for the conservation of their natural 
environm

ent, Leave N
o Trace is com

m
itted to 

form
ing partnerships to foster the developm

ent  
of Leave N

o Trace m
inim

al im
pact skills and ethics.  

w
w

w.lnt.org

About Sea to Sum
m

it
Sea to Sum

m
it is an innovative design and product 

developm
ent com

pany that engineers a w
ide range 

of intuitively sim
ple products that help m

ake tim
e  

in the outdoors fun, efficient and com
fortable. 

From
 our W

est Australian base, Sea to Sum
m

it has 
grow

n into an aw
ard-w

inning global brand sold 
in m

ore than 60 countries. Significant grow
th and 

international recognition has strengthened our 
original ethos ‘to equip and inspire’ and it continues 
to drive our research and developm

ent of the best 
m

aterials and production m
ethods. It inspires new

 
product innovations that keep us at the forefront 
of bringing lighter, better m

ade, better perform
ing 

gear to outdoor enthusiasts around the w
orld.

In 2018 you w
ill see Sea to Sum

m
it solidifying 

our foothold in the Sleep System
s category, 

reinvigorating our core Dry Storage range and 
further expanding our Cam

p Kitchen series to 
include hard-anodised alum

inium
 pots. Our fresh 

brand im
age w

ill be fully integrated from
 product 

through to packaging, point of sale m
aterials, 

m
arketing collateral and a new

 global brand 
w

ebsite.

W
e love w

hat w
e do and w

e hope that translates  
to how

 you experience our brand! 

Sea to Sum
m

it  TV 
Visit w

w
w.youtube.com

/seatosum
m

itTV to w
atch 

the latest videos, from
 our lab and in the field, 

on features and correct use of Sea to Sum
m

it 
products. 
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CMYK

We make our self-inflating mats thicker, lighter and easier to use. 

From ultra-light backpackers trying to shed grams to car campers who want glamping 
luxury, our range of self-inflating mats provide consistent warmth along the full length of 
the mat in a compact, comfortable, easy-to-use package.

AwardsSELF INFLATING MATS 

Delta Core-V™ Technology Delta Core™ Technology
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Twist

Delta Core-V™

In our lighter models, Delta Core-V™ vertical coring technology is applied to remove 20% of the weight and 
bulk of the mat's polyurethane (PU) foam. We use sophisticated pressure-mapping data to define body 
contact areas which becomes the blueprint for our distinctive graduated core pattern. 

In body contact areas where extra warmth and support is needed - shoulders, hips and feet - the vertical 
core holes are smaller. In the less critical areas, more foam has been removed to minimise the weight and 
packed size. Delta Core-V™ technology is used in our Ultra Light SI and Camp Mat SI models. 

Delta Core™

Our Delta Core™ process uses large horizontal triangular cores to remove 40% of the mat’s PU foam weight 
and bulk. This patent-pending technique is a truly innovative approach to producing a minimal packed size 
and weight mat while maximizing comfort and thickness. 

Importantly, this coring technique has the additional benefit of keeping the top and bottom surface of the 
PU foam completely intact. This ensures consistent warmth along the full length of the mat, avoiding the 
vertical holes or frame-like gaps that have traditionally allowed warmth to leach downwards and away from 
the body. The intact foam surface also provides significantly improved bonding of the foam to the mat shell 
fabrics, which greatly reduces the chance of delamination. 

The shape and size of the Delta Cores™ are adjusted across the different thicknesses of our mats to ensure 
strength and durability, while still giving you support and self-inflating performance. The horizontal Delta 
Core™ technique is used in our Comfort Light SI, Comfort Plus SI and Comfort Deluxe SI models.  

Open valve for 
fast self-inflation

One-way deflation 
to roll up mat

Closed valve and 
seal for use

One-way inflation 
to top up and fine tune

The first ever, multi-function reversible valve  
specifically designed for self-inflating mats
With a simple twist, our unique patent-pending multi-function valve prevents reinflation while rolling 
your mat up and twist it back for easy one-way inflation and fine tuning. This allows you to roll the mat up 
as small as possible without fighting re-inflation as you go. 

This unique valve design has the same slim profile, faster inflation than traditional screw valves, easy 
pressure fine-tuning and super-fast deflation rate as our Air Sprung Cell™ mats and Aeros pillows.
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Diagonal supporting foam 
walls help inflate the 
mattress and creates a 
more compact rolled mat

PU foam is thicker on top of each Delta Core™ for better insulation 
directly under you. Continuous foam layer on top and bottom of 
Delta Cores™ ensuring consistent warmth along entire length 
of the mat, and better bonding with shell fabrics.

Large horizontal triangular cores 
reduce the weight and bulk without 
sacrificing support and comfort

maximise the comfort and thickness of the mattress while minimising weight and bulkDelta Core™ technology

Delta Core™ mats may require a few extra breaths to completely inflate to firm
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Code Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSIULXS XS 125 x 51cm 395g $119.95

AMSIULS Small 170 x 51cm 520g $129.95

AMSIULR Regular 183 x 51cm 550g $139.95

AMSIULL Large 198 x 64cm 720g $159.95

Code Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSICMR Regular 183 x 51cm 780g $119.95

AMSICML Large 198 x 64cm 1020g $139.95

Light and packable for minimalist fast hikes
Graduated pattern of vertical cores to keep body contact areas warmer

Durable and comfortable all-rounder
Graduated pattern of vertical cores to keep body contact areas warmer

• Multi-function, high flow-rate valve 
• Anti-slip print on top and base, helps 

hold mat in place when camping on 
sloping ground is unavoidable

• Made from lightweight 30D polyester 
with extrusion laminated TPU

• Multi-function, high flow-rate valve 
• Made from robust and durable 75D 

polyester with extrusion laminated TPU

WE MAKE OUR  
SELF-INFLATING MATS 
THICKER, LIGHTER AND  
EASIER TO USE 
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Code Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSICLS Small 170 x 51cm 595g $169.95

AMSICLR Regular 183 x 51cm 650g $179.95

AMSICLL Large 198 x 64cm 880g $199.95

Code Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSICDRW Reg Wide 183 x 64cm 1840g $299.95

AMSICDLW Large Wide 201 x 76cm 2410g $349.95

AMSICDD Double 201 x 132cm 4225g $479.95

Code Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSICPR Regular 183 x 51cm 895g $219.95

AMSICPL Large 198 x 64cm 1195g $239.95

Lightweight all-season comfort and performance
Thicker, lighter self-inflating mattress with Delta Cores™

Maximised comfort and warmth for cool-climate treks
Thicker, lighter self-inflating mattress with Delta Cores™

Luxurious extravagance for extended base-camping
Thicker, lighter self-inflating mattress with Delta Cores™

• Multi-function, high flow-rate valve 
• Anti-slip print on top and base, helps 

hold mat in place when camping on 
sloping ground is unavoidable

• Made from lightweight 30D polyester 
with extrusion laminated TPU

• Multi-function, high flow-rate valve 
• Anti-slip print on top and base, helps 

hold mat in place when camping on 
sloping ground is unavoidable

• A luxurious 30D stretch knit fabric 
for a soft next to skin feeling on 
top; lightweight 30D polyester with 
extrusion laminated TPU used  
on base

• Multi-function, high flow-rate valve 
• Large 10cm vertical sidewalls creates 

a full width flat sleeping surface
• A luxurious 30D stretch knit fabric 

for a soft next to skin feeling on top; 
robust and durable 75D polyester 
with extrusion laminated TPU used 
on base
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CMYK

Dual Layer DesignHybrid Layer DesignSingle Layer Design

Air Sprung Cell™ Mats
Our multi-award winning Air Sprung Cell™ mats are comfortable, compact and supportive.

When we set out to design a mat that was better than what was already available, we ultimately 
went back to why we carry a sleeping mat into the wild in the first place — to give us a better 
night’s sleep. ‘Better’ is of course a very subjective ambition and while we could have made the 
lightest, or the most compact mat ever designed, we’re stoked to present what we consider to 
be the most comfortable sleeping mattresses available. Happy sleeping! 

Awards

AIR SPRUN
G

™ CELL M
ATS
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Air Sprung Cells™

Air Sprung Cells™ are the core technology behind our air mat range 
and are the reason you will sleep better on our air mats. Instead 
of the typical baffled construction, our air mats are constructed 
using a dot-weld pattern to create a high surface-area matrix of 
interconnected chambers we call Air Sprung Cells™. Much like 
a pocket-spring mattress, as each Air Sprung Cell™ deforms 
independently, the mat conforms to your body shape which feels 
softer and more comfortable by maintaining more body contact area 
and even dispersion of pressure.  

Ultra light - Single layer design
Constructed as a single layer of medium resolution cells, our Ultra 
Light range gives you the lightest and smallest packed size mat 
without compromising on our Air Sprung Cell™ comfort.

Comfort light - Hybrid layer design
Our Comfort Light range features a double layer of cells in the torso 
for increased comfort and insulation, and a single layer of cells in the 
head and legs to reduce weight.

Comfort plus - Dual layer design
Using two high resolution cell layers that can be pressurised 
independently provides ultimate flexibility in comfort adjustment and 
protection from rough terrain. Offset for more uniform insulation 
and cushioning, the Dual Layer design also ensures a level of built in 
redundancy allowing the mat to function even if one of the layers is 
punctured. 

Our Comfort Plus range provides the most effective system for fine 
tuning the level of comfort available in any air mat today. If you are 
on uneven or bumpy terrain, you can inflate the bottom layer at 
higher pressure as a firm barrier. Using the fine tune valve, you can 
then adjust the upper layer to a lower pressure to distribute your 
bodyweight and shape over more cells which feels softer and more 
comfortable. 

Thermal insulation technology 

Exkin Platinum® is a very lightweight, quiet non-woven fabric that has 
a thin metalised layer applied to the surface which reflects radiant heat 
back to the user.

THERMOLITE® insulation, designed 
for ultimate performance, is made from 
specially engineered fibres to achieve a high 
CLO value with low weight. THERMOLITE® HL-1 
high loft insulation is a fibrefill constructed with a unique 3D crimp 
of hollow-core and solid fibres, which provide excellent lightweight 
warmth with superior durability. The THERMOLITE® insulation lofts  
up inside the Air Sprung Cells™ to prevent convective heat loss from 
your warm body to the cold ground.

Exkin Platinum® and THERMOLITE® are combined to great effect in 
each of the insulated versions of our mats.

Multi-function valve
To make inflation and deflation easier we have developed the  
multi-function valve. The valve integrates an inflate port with a  
one-way valve to prevent air loss before you seal the valve, a rapid  
air dump deflate port, and a fine tune button to adjust for comfort,  
in one compact, low profile unit.

40D Nylon face fabric
We developed the 40D ripstop Nylon face fabric to hit the balance 
between weight and durability. On the inside we apply a bright white 
TPU to make the fabric airtight and weldable. On the outside we 
apply a thin PU coating to reduce the slipperiness of the surface, 
increase puncture resistance and to aid puncture repair with self-
adhesive patches.

Extrusion TPU lamination       
Our TPU coating is applied through a process unique to the medical 
and aeronautical industries. Extrusion lamination is more durable, 
consistent and enables us to use our own TPU formula. It is vastly 
superior to roll-to-roll lamination, which is used in all other 
outdoor products at present and can suffer from delamination 
issues.

We have also introduced an anti-microbial treatment to our TPU 
formula to prevent mould or fungal growth inside the mattress. 
While we do have two superb pump options, the Airstream™ and Jet 
Stream, the anti-microbial treatment means you can go ultra-light 
and inflate with your breath.

Stuff sack with integrated 
Airstream™ Pumpsack
The Airstream™ Pumpsack is now integrated in the base  
of the stuff sack included with every Air Sprung Cell™ sleeping mat. 

Harnessing the Bernoulli effect means the Airstream™ can be 
inflated with a single breath and fill a Sea to Summit air mat fast, 
with minimal breath condensation. Inverting the Pumpsack makes  
it compatible with our smaller 15mm mini multi-function valve,  
now featured on the updated Aeros pillow range.

The new combined stuff sack Airstream™ Pumpsack weighs 
between 37g and 60g depending on the size and model of mat.

Repair kits
All Sea to Summit Air Sprung Cell™ include a small repair kit 
containing six self-adhesive patches for repairing punctures 
in the field, and a spare silicone one-way valve flap.

Closed - compact low profile Inflate through one-way valve

Press orange button to slowly  
release air to fine tune comfort

Rapid air dump deflate port
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Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMULXSAS XS 132 128 x 55 cm ø6.5 x 17 cm 296g $129.95

AMULSAS Small 174 168 x 55 cm ø7.0 x 17 cm 345g $149.95

AMULRAS Regular 181 183 x 55 cm ø7.5 x 17 cm 395g $149.95

AMULLAS Large 225 198 x 64cm ø7.5 x 20 cm 495g $169.95

Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMULXSAS XS 132 128 x 55 cm ø9 x 23 cm 349g $169.95

AMULSAS Small 174 168 x 55 cm ø9.5 x 23 cm 430g $189.95

AMULRAS Regular 181 183 x 55 cm ø10 x 23 cm 480g $189.95

AMULLAS Large 225 198 x 64cm ø10.5 x 26 cm 595g $209.95

Single layer technology
Constructed as a single layer of medium resolution cells for minimal 
packing size and weight.

Single layer technology technology with  
Exkin Platinum® & Thermolite® insulation
Constructed as a single layer of medium resolution cells

Air Sprung Cell™

Air Sprung Cell™

prevents convective 
heat transfer40D Ripstop Nylon

40D Ripstop 
Nylon

Dot welds Dot welds

reflects radiant heat

inside mat: white TPU with antimicrobial treatment inside mat: white TPU with 
antimicrobial treatment
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R L

S R L R
Rectangular
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Rectangular
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Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMCLINSSAS Small 324 168 x 55 cm ø10.5 x 23 cm 570g $249.95

AMCLINSRAS Regular 331 184 x 55 cm ø11 x 23 cm 620g $249.95

AMCLINSLAS Large 396 201 x 64cm ø11.5 x 26 cm 755g $279.95

Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMCLRAS Regular 331 184 x 55 cm ø8.5 x 17 cm 515g $199.95

AMCLLAS Large 396 201 x 64cm ø9 x 20 cm 615g $229.95

Hybrid layer technology
Double layer of high resolution cells in the torso for increased comfort 
with single layer of medium resolution cells in the head and legs for 
reduced weight.

Hybrid layer technology technology with  
Exkin Platinum® & Thermolite® insulation
Double layer of high resolution cells in the torso for increased comfort 
with single layer of medium resolution cells in the head and legs for 
reduced weight.

Air Sprung Cell™ Air Sprung 
Cell™

prevents convective 
heat transfer

40D Ripstop Nylon

40D Ripstop 
Nylon

40D Nylon 
midlayer

40D Nylon 
midlayer

Dot welds
Dot welds

reflects radiant heat

inside mat: white TPU with antimicrobial treatment
inside mat: white TPU with antimicrobial treatment

DOUBLE LAYER: TORSO
DOUBLE LAYER: TORSO

SINGLE LAYER: HEAD & FEET
SINGLE LAYER: HEAD & FEET

XS S R L

XS S R L

R L

S R L R
Rectangular

L
Rectangular S R L R

Rectangular
L

Rectangular

S R L

RW
Rectangular

L
Rectangular

XS S R L

XS S R L

R L

S R L R
Rectangular

L
Rectangular S R L R
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L

Rectangular

S R L

RW
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Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMCPSAS Small 514 168 x 55 cm ø9.5 x 17 cm 570g $219.95

AMCPRAS Regular 548 183 x 55 cm ø10 x 17 cm 620g $219.95

AMCPLAS Large 696 201 x 64cm ø10.5 x 20 cm 755g $249.95

Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMCPINSSAS Small 514 168 x 55 cm ø11.5 x 23 cm 715g $269.95

AMCPINSRAS Regular 548 183 x 55 cm ø12 x 23 cm 785g $269.95

AMCPINSLAS Large 696 201 x 64cm ø12.5 x 26 cm 1015g $299.95

AMCPINSRRAS Reg Rectangular 590 183 x 55 cm ø12 x 23 cm 920g $269.95

AMCPINSRLAS Lge Rectanglular 788 201 x 64cm ø12.5 x 26 cm 1120g $299.95

Dual layer technology
Two layers of high resolution cells that can be pressurised independently: 
inflate the top layer to your personal comfort while maintaining a high 
pressure base layer for protection from rough terrain. 
Idependent chambers allow the mattress to function even if one of the 
layers is punctured.

Dual layer technology with  
Exkin Platinum® & Thermolite® insulation
Two layers of high resolution cells that can be pressurised independently: 
inflate the top layer to your personal comfort while maintaining a high 
pressure base layer for protection from rough terrain. 
Independent chambers allow the mattress to function even if one of the 
layers is punctured

Air Sprung Cell™
40D Ripstop 

Nylon
40D Nylon 
midlayer Dot welds

inside mat: white TPU with antimicrobial treatment

Air Sprung 
Cell™

prevents convective 
heat transfer

40D Ripstop Nylon

40D Nylon 
midlayer

Dot welds

reflects radiant heat

inside mat: white TPU with antimicrobial treatment

XS S R L

XS S R L

R L

S R L R
Rectangular

L
Rectangular S R L R

Rectangular
L

Rectangular

S R L

RW
Rectangular

L
Rectangular

XS S R L

XS S R L
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S R L R
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L
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COUPLER KIT REPAIR KIT

Code Size # ASC Dimensions Rolled Size Weight RRP

AMCDINSRWAS Regular Wide 392 186 x 64 cm ø14 x 26 cm 620g $329.95

AMCDINSLAS Large 426 202 x 64cm ø15 x 26 cm 755g $349.95

Ideal for snugglers, the coupler kit is a tiny 
addition to any pack, but makes such a 
difference to sleeping mat users who 
want to stay close. Can be used with any 
combination of our air mats.

The simple peel-and-stick Sea to Summit 
sleeping mat Repair Kit has been specially 
formulated for a failsafe bond to our air mat 
surface fabric.

• Four 3cm circular grey patches
• Four 4cm square grey patches
• Two replacement sillicone one-way valve flaps

Dual layer technology with  
Exkin Platinum® & Thermolite® insulation
Two layers of high resolution cells that can be pressurised independently: 
inflate the top layer to your personal comfort while maintaining a high 
pressure base layer for protection from rough terrain. 
Independent chambers allow the mattress to function even if one of the 
layers is punctured.

Air Sprung 
Cell™

prevents convective 
heat transfer

40D Soft tretch 
knit top

40D Nylon 
base

Dot welds

reflects radiant heat

inside mat: white TPU with 
antimicrobial treatment

XS S R L

XS S R L

R L

S R L R
Rectangular

L
Rectangular S R L R

Rectangular
L

Rectangular

S R L

RW
Rectangular

L
Rectangular

Code Weight RRP

AMRK 10 g $9.95

Code Weight RRP

AMCK 17 g $9.95
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JET STREAM 
PUMP SACK

AIRSTREAM™ 
PUMP SACK

COOLMAX® 
FITTED SHEET

The Jet Stream is our efficient sleeping mattress pump that 
doubles as a stuff sack. The pump works on a concertina 
action. Multiple one-way air intake ports inflates the pump 
quickly on the upstroke. On the down stroke, this air is expelled 
into the mat through the centre valve plug. Each stroke 
delivers more than a lung-full of air without making you dizzy 
or adding moisture into the mat. The Jet Stream stores small 
and flat, or can be used as a stuff sack for your sleeping mat or 
other gear.

• Lightweight TPU base has finger loops to hold pump onto mat
• Roll top closure can be used as hand strap
• One-way air intake ports surround centre valve plug output
• Made from 30D Ultra-Sil®

The Airstream™ is our big-volume sleeping mat pump. It's 
based on our 20 litre Ultra-Sil® Nano dry sack with an added 
valve plug and foot loop. Using the venturi effect means the 
Airstream™ can be inflated with a single breath. Two to three 
cycles from the Airstream™ are enough to fill our mats, 
meaning you’re ready to go quickly, with minimal breath 
condensation in your mat, or dizziness from blowing the mat 
up. The Airstream™ can be used as a 20L dry sack, or as a 
vacuum bag to store your down sleeping bag.

• Inflates most sleeping mats in only two or three breaths
• Oval base design
• Fully seam sealed with sealable valve plug
• Made from lightweight 15D Ultra-Sil®

Sea to Summit COOLMAX® fitted sheets allow you to sleep 
directly on your sleeping mattress in warm environments 
removing that sweaty feeling.

• Wicks moisture for a more comfortable night’s sleep
• Two drawcords at either end to secure onto mattress
• Machine washable and quick drying
• Available in two sizes to fit all Sea to Summit sleeping mats 

(except Comfort Deluxe SI Large Wide or Double)

Tighten drawcord to secure  
around sleeping mat

Code Weight RRP

AMJSP 48 g $39.95

Code Volume Weight RRP

AMASD 20L 48 g $49.95

Code Size Weight RRP

AMCFSR Regular 145 g $39.95

AMCFSL Large 185 g $39.95
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SEATIN
G

AIR CHAIR

Code Size Weight RRP

AMACR Regular 230 g $69.95

AMACL Large 280 g $84.95

S.I. SEATS

Code Model Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

AMSIDS Std Ø7.5 x 17cm 40 x 30 x 3.8cm 96g $39.95

AMSIDSD Deluxe Ø9.5 x 22cm 40 x 60 x 2.5cm 180g $49.95

Not only do Sea to Summit sleeping mats make 
comfortable beds, they also make an amazing recliner 
with the help of the Air Chair. The Air 
Chair comes in Large and Regular and 
are compatible with every mattress in our 
range.

• Hybrid construction chair kit converts 
your Sea to Summit Sleeping Mat into a 
comfortable camp chair

• Durable 70D base with 2000mm 
waterhead protects your mat from rough 
or wet ground

• Back panel and strap anchors sewn from 
high tenacity, abrasion-resistant fabric

• Lightweight design through minimalist 
panels, strapsand buckles

• Elasticated gusset keeps mattress 
protected from the side

• Regular Air Chair fits small and regular  
Sea to Summit mats

• Large Air Chair fits large Sea to Summit 
mats

• Air Chairs are also compatible with  
Sea to Summit Self Inflating Mats

 S.I. Seat

 S.I. Seat Deluxe

S.I. Seat  
Our new S.I. Seat is the perfect compact companion adding 38mm of foam-filled 
comfort and support to any adventure. Whether providing much-needed cushioning 
for aching glutes during rest stops, compensating for cold and uncomfortable 
stadium seats or helping to alleviate the bouncing threadbare seats of a chicken bus 
in Central America, our S.I. Seats are a welcome addition to any pack.

• Made from robust and durable 75D polyester
• Features our patented mini-valve for optimal inflate, deflate 

and fine-tuning
• Thickness: 3.8cm
• Seat width x depth: 40 x 30cm
 
S.I. Seat Deluxe 
The Deluxe version of our S.I. Seat can be used as either a 50mm thick seat pad, or 
can be unfolded to offer additional back support and comfort when resting against a 
log or rock. 

• Features our patented mini-valve for optimal inflate, deflate 
and fine-tuning

• A 30D stretch knit fabric on top. Robust and durable 75D 
polyester on base

• Thickness:  25mm seat and 25mm back section or 50mm if 
folded double as seat only

• Overall width x depth: 40 x 60cm (seat 40 x 30cm,  
back 40 x 30cm)
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AEROS
PREMIUM TRAVELLER 
PILLOW

Blue/Grey Green/Grey

Blue/Grey Green/Grey

Blue/Grey Green/Grey

Code Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILPREMDLX 12 x 11 x 5.5cm 56 x 36 x 14cm 195g $79.95

Code Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILPREMYHA  9 x 7.5 x 4.5cm 39 x 29 x 11cm 85g $49.95

Code Size Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILPREMRG Regular ø7 x 8.5cm 34 x 24 x 11cm 79g $49.95

APILPREMLG Large  ø8 x 10.5cm 42 x 30 x 13cm 114g $59.95

Whether in transit or the back country, 
our Aeros range of lightweight 
and compact inflatable pillows will 
contribute to a comfortable sleep.

The low profile patent 
pending valve minimises 
weight by combining all 
functions into one unit.

Inflate pillow through one-
way valve in only a couple 
of breaths and adjust by 
pressing release button. 

The low profile patent 
pending valve minimises 
weight by combining all 
functions into one unit.

The Aeros Premium Deluxe Pillow is a result of the Sea to 
Summit Design Team taking the adage of ‘bigger is better’ 
to heart. The result of our super-sizing project is a full sized 
pillow that is still light and compact enough to accompany 
you into the backcountry. The pillow case construction uses a 
super soft 50D quilted polyester for comfort, while still being 
supported by a high strength TPU bladder. 

• Super sized for bedroom comfort 
outside

• Brushed 50D polyester stretch knit  
face fabric for soft hand feel

• High strength TPU bladder
• Now featuring our patent pending 

mini-valve for easy inflate, deflate  
and fine tuning

The Aeros Premium Traveller offers the jet-setting adventurer 
an exceptionally comfortable pillow with minimum bulk and 
weight. Using the same manufacturing techniques as our other 
Premium pillows, we have shaped a high strength TPU bladder 
to provide ergonomic support when you are sleeping upright. 
The bulbous side arms provide significantly more neck support 
than traditional neck pillows, while the centre of the pillow is 
extra thin so as not to apply pressure to the back of your neck 
when pressed into a headrest. A soft 50D polyester casing is 
used for the exterior fabric, providing superior hand feel for 
your comfort. 

• Ergonomic shape provides improved comfort  
when sleeping upright

• High strength TPU bladder
• Brushed 50D polyester stretch knit face 

fabric  
for soft hand feel

• Now featuring our patent pending mini-
valve  
for easy inflate, deflate and fine tuning

A luxurious high performance pillow without the weight and 
bulk. Perfect for travel and camping where you can risk a 
couple more grams for a great night's sleep. The pillow case 
construction allows the outer shell to retain maximum softness 
while still being supported by a high strength TPU bladder.

• Brushed 50D polyester stretch knit face fabric for  
soft hand feel

• Synthetic fill between pillow case and TPU bladder  
increases comfort and wicks away perspiration

• Curved internal baffles create contours 
that cradle your head

• Scalloped bottom edge centres pillow 
over your shoulders whether you are 
sleeping on your back, side or upright 
in a chair

• Now featuring our patent pending mini-
valve for easy inflate, deflate  
and fine tuning

AEROS
PREMIUM DELUXE 
PILLOW

AEROS
PREMIUM PILLOW

AEROS PILLOWS
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PILLOW
S

AEROS
ULTRALIGHT DELUXE 
PILLOW

AEROS
ULTRALIGHT PILLOW

AEROS
ULTRALIGHT TRAVELLER 
PILLOW

Red/Grey Teal/Grey Red/Grey Teal/Grey

Red/Grey Teal/Grey

Code Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILULDLX  12 x 10 x 3cm 56 x 36 x 14cm 130g $69.95

Code Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILYHA  8 x 7 x 4.5cm 39 x 29 x 11cm 50g $39.95

Code Size Packed Size Dimensions Weight RRP

APILULRG Regular  ø5.5 x 7.5cm 36 x 26 x 12cm 60g $39.95

APILULLG Large ø5.5 x 8.5cm 44 x 32 x 14cm 70g $49.95

The same super-sizing project that created the Aeros Premium 
Deluxe also produced an ultra-light version of the same 
dimensions. 

The Aeros Ultralight Deluxe Pillow has been designed using a 
variation of our patented Air Sprung Cell™ technology. This has 
allowed us to create a larger single layer air pillow that doesn’t 
feel like a balloon when you’re at rest. 

For a paltry 130 grams you can now take a full sized pillow  
on your outdoor adventures. 

• Made from 20D laminated polyester for minimal packed  
size and weight

• Air Sprung Cell™ pattern design provides  
conformability and comfort

• Features our patent pending  
mini-valve for optimal inflate, 
deflate and fine-tuning

• Stretch knit fabric creates a more 
comfortable user experience

The Aeros Ultralight Pillow epitomises our design preferences 
for ‘light, compact and comfortable’. The result is a 20D 
laminated polyester pillow with shapely support that can be 
packed away into a neat, small stuff sack. 

From the aeroplane to the mountains the Ultralight is  
the perfect travel companion for those on the move.

• Made from 20D laminated polyester for minimal  
packed size and weight 

• Curved internal baffles create contours that cradle your head
• Scalloped bottom edge centres pillow over your shoulders 

whether you’re sleeping on your back, side or upright in  
a chair

• Durable RF-welded construction
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with 

our new patent pending mini multi-
function valve

• Stretch knit fabric creates a more  
comfortable user experience

Avoid uncomfortable travel and arrive at your destination well-
rested with this ultra-lightweight neck pillow. A classic product 
redesigned with 20D laminated polyester and ergonomic curves. 
Weighing in at 60 grams and packing into a tiny stuff sack, this 
pillow is a hassle-free, highly effective addition to your hand 
luggage. 

• Made from 20D laminated polyester for minimal packed  
size and weight

• Narrows at the centre to fit snugly between your neck  
and headrest

• Enlarged ends reduce the need to bend your neck for support
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with our new patent 

pending mini multi-function valve
• Stretch knit fabric creates a more  

comfortable user experience
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SLEEPING BAG RANGE
We bring you the most advanced sleeping bags available –  
they are lighter, warmer for their weight, easier to use and 
combat moisture better than any other bags. If the weight and 
performance of your gear is important to you, we believe our 
sleeping bags set a new benchmark.
With the introduction of water-repellent ULTRA-DRY Down™ we have virtually eliminated the 
negative effects moisture has on down. The ULTRA-DRY Down™ water-repellent treatment 
protects the down from external moisture and condensation from inside the bag.

A “Down Batch Test Report” from the International Down Feather Laboratory (IDFL) is enclosed 
to certify the superior loft of the down used in our sleeping bags. The IDFL is the largest and 
most respected down and feather laboratory in the world.

Sea to Summit sleeping bags use down that has been sourced and certified by the Responsible 
Down Standard (RDS).

The RDS is helping to shift the entire down and feather industry towards more humane animal 
rearing and handling practices. Overseen by the industry leading Textile Exchange, the RDS 
requires independent, third party assessments of all aspects of animal rearing and handling 
throughout the entire supply chain. By only using down that meets the audited requirements of 
the RDS we can have confidence that each phase of the collection process has been completed 
with the welfare and ethical treatment of waterfowl in mind.

To find out more about how the RDS is improving animal welfare during down collection, please 
visit responsibledown.org
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SLEEPING BAG RANGE
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EN13537 is a European standard for sleeping bag 
temperature ratings. Everyone sleeps differently; 
some people are very warm sleepers while others 
feel the cold easily. There are many factors that 
affect your warmth and comfort in a sleeping bag. 
An important factor is that you use a good insulating 
mat to prevent your body heat from being drawn into 
the cold ground. Other factors include your tent or 
shelter, gender and metabolism, clothing, sleeping 
bag liner, use of the hood and your daily calorie 
intake. 

Although the EN13537 standard does not identify a 
single precise temperature a tested sleeping bag is 
suitable for, it does provide an industry standardised 
temperature range that a typical user can refer to 
as a guide for the conditions their bag will be most 
comfortable in. 

The EN13537 standard provides three temperature 
levels to guide a consumer in their choice:

Comfort If you are female or consider yourself a 
cold sleeper, use this rating to decide the coldest 
temperature the sleeping bag is suitable for.  
For our Women's sleeping bags we highlight  
the Comfort temperature.

Lower Limit If you consider yourself a warm 
sleeper you can use this rating to decide the coldest 
temperature the sleeping bag is suitable for. For all 
our unisex sleeping bags we highlight the Lower 
Limit temperature.

Extreme Between the lower limit and the extreme 
rating a strong sensation of cold has to be expected 
and there is a risk of health damage due to 
hypothermia. This is an extreme survival rating  
only, we do not recommend you rely on this rating  
for general use.

All Sea to Summit sleeping bags have been tested  
to the EN13537 standard. We recommend you  
use our EN13537 quoted ratings as a guide and  
a comparative reference to other EN13537  
tested bags.

EN13537 Temperature Rating System

comfort lower limit extreme
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Alpine Ap series
The high altitude sleeping bag
Extreme cold and high altitude; these are environments where you want to be on top of your  
situation—in control, able to make good decisions and appreciate your surroundings, no matter how 
threatening. Sleeping well is crucial to the success of any trip. Our Alpine Ap Series sleeping bags 
help achieve a comfortable night's sleep in extreme conditions.

Filled with the highest quality RDS 850+ Loft 
Goose ULTRA-DRY Down™, protected by our 3D 
NanoShell™, the Alpine series is your cocoon in high 
altitude and arctic conditions.

Designed with a contoured mummy fit and 
anatomical shaped box foot, warmth is trapped  
close to the body without a claustrophobic feel. 

With an oversized neck-collar and hood-seal, drafts 
are kept out, minimising heat loss around the face. 
The oversized zipper draft tube is fitted with the 
lightest and stiffest anti-snag material for smooth 
operation. A security pocket located inside the bag 
is easily accessible, ideal for stowing electronics to 
preserve battery performance in extreme cold. 

Using a side block baffle construction to maintain a 
60/40 fill ratio means that more down is located in 

the top of the bag for maximum insulation. The soft 
touch lining fabric is down-proof by construction and 
highly breathable, offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Alpine series is our choice for Karakoram 
expeditions, alpine routes in the Andes, Himalayan  
high altitude climbing and winters in New Zealand. 

Contoured Mummy
The Alpine contoured mummy shape is cut with 
a fitted hood, broad shoulders and large chest, 
to accommodate layering of clothing in extreme 
conditions. 

Generous room around the knees provides comfort 
when turning in this bag at night. An oversized 
footbox affords space for a pair of boot liners to be 
worn. 

The Alpine series features a smaller hood opening to 
minimise heat loss around your head and face

The Alpine series features an anatomically tapered 
box foot section that tapers outwards and forwards to 

naturally accommodate the angle of your feet
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Alpine Ap features
850+ Loft Premium Goose ULTRA-DRY Down™; Contoured mummy; 3D NanoShell™; differential cut shell 
with 3D side walls; offset baffles; 60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anatomically tapered box foot; anti-snag 
zippered draft tube; neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with 
dual adjustment; two-way YKK® #5 side zip; medium sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight  
Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Alpine Ap dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

ApII Autumn/Winter
Lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  Snow Camping,  

Alpine Climbing, Expeditions

REGULAR Left 710 g 1365 g Large 20L to 6.5L 10L AAP2-R710L-UD $849.00

LONG Left 780 g 1500 g Large 20L to 6.5L _ AAP2-L780L-UD $899.00

ApIII Winter/Extreme
Lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  Snow Camping,  

Alpine Climbing, Expeditions

REGULAR Left 930 g 1610 g Large 20L to 6.5L 12.3L AAP3-R930L-UD $949.00

LONG Left 1000 g 1745 g Large 20L to 6.5L _ AAP3-L1000L-UD $999.00
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A quintessential mummy shaped sleeping bag
We venture into the wild to get away from it all, surrounded by the rawness of nature.  
Active days, fresh air, inspiring scenery and long cosy nights. There’s no better feeling than  
settling into your sleeping bag at the end of a full day in the knowledge that you won’t be waking 
to another round of commuter hell and email overload. But it’s only good if you’re warm and 
comfortable, so you need to make sure you’ve chosen the right bag. 

To help you make that choice, in our quest for the best range of bags on the planet, we’ve taken 
many of the great features from our high-end sleeping bags and put them into a more affordable 
package to create the Talus series. 

Offering some of the best warmth-to-weight sleeping 
bags, the Talus series' classic relaxed mummy design 
also incorporates many innovative and comfort 
enhancing features. 

The hood is designed to completely cocoon your head 
in a way that maximises the available loft without 
making it feel claustrophobic. There is an adjustable 
collar to help fine-tune your temperature control, and 
both its draw cord channel and that of the hood, are 
buried deep within the down so there are no harsh 
exposed edges. There is a discreet zippered pocket for 
your MP3 player or valuables, and the main zipper has 
an anti-snag system that actually works!

The cut of the bag and baffles are engineered so 
that none of the down is restricted from reaching its 
maximum loft (and therefore insulation value)—a 
simple principle to state but a surprisingly complex 
one to render practical. It involves using differentially 
cut, 3-dimensional sidewalls and curved baffles. 

The Talus series uses a Nylon 2D NanoShell™ outer 
shell fabric, specially engineered to be very breathable 
yet still manages to have excellent water resistance. 
Good breathability is essential in minimising 

condensation of body moisture on the inside of the 
shell; a problem that over a number of nights can 
dampen the down filling enough to compromise its 
insulation value. 

The Talus Ap Series sleeping bags are well featured 
utility bags suitable for any activity just about 
anywhere but the most extreme environments.

Relaxed Mummy Shape
The relaxed mummy shape of the Talus is designed 
to maximise thermal efficiency and minimise overall 
weight. It is cut with a larger hood, broader shoulder 
and large chest to provide a comfortable sleeping bag. 

Talus Ts series

The Talus series uses an anatomically tapered footbox 
section that tapers outwards and forwards to naturally 

accommodate the angle of your feet. They also feature a 
more generous hood opening and cushioned internal hood 

drawcord with dual adjustment
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Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

WTsI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Lightweight Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Travel

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 500 g 1015 g Small 10L to 3.3L 7.1L AWTS1-R500R-UD $499.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 550 g 1090 g Small 10L to 3.3L - AWTS1-L550R-UD $529.00

WTsII Spring/Autumn/Winter-light 
Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 650 g 1170 g Medium 15L to 5L 8.9L AWTS2-R650R-UD $549.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 700 g 1245 g Medium 15L to 5L - AWTS2-L700R-UD $579.00

TsI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Lightweight Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Travel

SHORT Right 380 g 840 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATS1-S380R-UD $479.00

REGULAR Left 400 g 880 g Small 10L to 3.3L 5.5L ATS1-R400L-UD $499.00

LONG Left 440 g 965 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATS1-L440L-UD $529.00

TsII Spring/Autumn/Winter-light 
Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

SHORT Right 520 g 995 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATS2-S520R-UD $529.00

REGULAR Left 550 g 1045 g Small 10L to 3.3L 7.1L ATS2-R550L-UD $549.00

LONG Left 600 g 1135 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATS2-L600L-UD $579.00

TsIII Spring/Autumn/Winter 
Trekking/ Hiking, Snow camping, Ski touring, Base camp

SHORT Right 665 g 1165 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATS3-S665R-UD $549.00

REGULAR Left 700 g 1225 g Medium 15L to 5L 9.15L ATS3-R700L-UD $599.00

LONG Left 770 g 1330 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATS3-L770L-UD $629.00

Talus Ts features
Relaxed mummy; Nylon 2D NanoShell™; differential cut shell with 3D side walls; offset baffles; 
60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anatomically tapered foot; anti-snag zippered draft tube; neck 
draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 
two-way YKK® #5 zips; medium sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® 
compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

The women’s Talus also features two combined down and THERMOLITE® baffles under the foot 
area, to help keep heels and ankles warmer where feet compresses the down.

Talus Ts dimensions
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Latitude Lt series
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The multi-disciplined sleeping bag
On nights where snow turns to rain and you're struggling to decide which of two sleeping bags 
to take up on the mountain, our Latitude Lt Series bags provides the answer. 

Designed for a broad range of activities in a variety 
of environments, the Latitude is our most versatile 
sleeping bag. Featuring a tapered rectangular shape, 
the Latitude series offers comfort in the widest range 
of temperatures. By utilising our 2D NanoShell™ 
fabric and 750+ Loft ULTRA-DRY Down™, we 
have created a bag that is similar in weight to our 
traditional mummy bags, while offering additional 
internal wriggle room for increased comfort. 

With the ability to be opened out into a full quilt when 
sleeping in huts and zippered up for winter camping 
in sub zero conditions, the Latitude series can be 
used all year round. The oversized neck-collar and 
hood-seal keeps drafts out, minimising heat loss 
around the face. The oversized zipper draft tube is 
fitted with the lightest and stiffest anti-snag material, 
and a security pocket located inside the bag is easily 
accessible. A side block baffle construction maintains 
a 60/40 down fill ratio for maximum insulation. The 

soft touch lining fabric is down-proof by construction 
and highly breathable offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Latitude series is our choice for trekking the 
Annapurna circuit in the Himalaya, ski touring hut-
to-hut in the Alps and walking the Western Arthurs  
in Tasmania. 

Technical Tapered Rectangular
The Latitude tapered rectangular shape is cut with 
a larger hood, broader shoulders, large chest and a 
wider, roomier footbox to provide a more comfortable 
sleeping bag while maintaining thermal efficiency. 
The addition of a full length side and foot zip allow 
for conversion from a warm winter bag to a quilt, 
offering the greatest versatility in a cold weather 
sleeping bag. 

The Latitude series features a more generous hood 
opening and cushioned internal hood drawcord with  

dual adjustment 

The Latitude series features a wide anatomically tapered 
box foot shape with a separate foot zip which helps with 

temperature regulation in warmer climates
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Latitude Lt features
Technical tapered rectangular shape; 2D NanoShell™; differential cut shell; offset baffles; 
60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anatomically tapered foot; anti-snag zippered draft tube; 
neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual 
adjustment; two-way YKK® #5 zips with separate foot zip; medium sized internal zip pocket; 
includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

The women’s Latitude also features two combined down and THERMOLITE® baffles under the 
foot area, to help keep heels and ankles warmer where feet compresses the down.

Latitude Lt dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

WLtI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Lightweight Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Travel

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 550 g 1135 g Small 10L to 3.3L 7.6L AWLT1-R550R-UD $499.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 600 g 1225 g Medium 15L to 5L - AWLT1-L600R-UD $529.00

WLtII Spring/Autumn/Winter-light 
Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 700 g 1295 g Medium 15L to 5L 9.4L AWLT2-R700R-UD $549.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 750 g 1385 g Medium 15L to 5L - AWLT2-L750R-UD $579.00

LtI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Lightweight Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Travel

SHORT Right 330 g 800 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ALT1-S330R-UD $479.00

REGULAR Left 350 g 880 g Small 10L to 3.3L 6.1L ALT1-R350L-UD $499.00

LONG Left 390 g 980 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ALT1-L390L-UD $529.00

LtII Spring/Autumn/Winter-light 
Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

SHORT Right 520 g 1050 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ALT2-S520R-UD $529.00

REGULAR Left 550 g 1090 g Small 10L to 3.3L 7.7L ALT2-R550L-UD $549.00

LONG Left 600 g 1200 g Medium 15L to 5L - ALT2-L600L-UD $579.00

LtIII Spring/Autumn/Winter 
Trekking/ Hiking, Snow camping, Ski touring, Base camp

SHORT Right 700 g 1180 g Medium 15L to 5L - ALT3-S700R-UD $579.00

REGULAR Left 750 g 1290 g Medium 15L to 5L 9.6L ALT3-R750L-UD $599.00

LONG Left 820 g 1420 g Medium 15L to 5L - ALT3-L820L-UD $629.00
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Voyager Vy series
The Technical Synthetic
A top quality technical synthetic bag for environments where down insulation 
might not be the most appropriate option.

While our ULTRA-DRY Down™ is a tremendous 
insulator that can shrug off condensation within 
your tent, you may find yourself in a relentlessly wet 
environment where synthetic sleeping bags are king 
and the better more sensible option. The synthetic 
insulation will still perform and trap warmth if damp 
or wet.

We have taken our versatile relaxed mummy 
convertible design, and have replaced the down with 
an advanced, soft and compressible THERMOLITE® 
hollow fibre insulation. It has been sewn in using 
a proven two layer offset shingle design, to give an 
even two layers of insulation throughout the sleeping 
bag with no sewn through cold spots.

The Voyager uses a 30D DWR Nylon shell fabric we 
call 2D PermaShell™, and a soft warm-to-touch 50D 
polyester pongee lining. The oversized neck-collar 
and hood-seal keeps drafts out, minimising heat 

loss around the face. The bag uses an oversized 
zipper draft tube that hangs down to prevent heat 
loss along the side zip.

Relaxed Mummy Convertible
The Voyager relaxed mummy shape is cut with a 
larger hood, broader shoulders and large chest 
to provide a more comfortable sleeping bag while 
maintaining thermal efficiency. The footbox is 
anatomically shaped to accommodate the natural 
position your feet take when lying flat and relaxed. 
The addition of a full length side and foot zip allow 
for conversion from a traditional winter mummy 
shaped bag to a quilt offering the greatest versatility 
in a cold weather sleeping bag. 

The Voyager series uses two layers of THERMOLITE® insulation in an offset shingle construction to avoid any sewn 
through cold spots. Above is a section view illustration showing the white THERMOLITE® in the top of the sleeping bag.
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Voyager Vy dimensionsVoyager Vy features
Relaxed mummy convertible; two layer offset shingle construction using THERMOLITE® insulation; 
anatomically tapered foot; anti-snag zippered draft tube; neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; 
cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; two-way YKK® #5 zips with separate foot 
zip; includes a strong Sea to Summit 70D Nylon compression bag.

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

Vy3
3 Season - Summer/Spring/Autumn

Lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  
Snow camping, Ski touring

REGULAR Left 1227 g Small 10L to 3.3L 8.7L AVY3-R200L $299.00

LONG Left 1387 g Medium 15L to 5L - AVY3-L200L $329.00

Vy4
4 Season - Spring/Autumn/Winter

Trekking/Hiking, Snow camping,  
Ski touring, Base camp

REGULAR Left 1575 g Medium 15L to 5L 11.4L AVY4-R280L $349.00

LONG Left 1737 g Large 20L to 6.5L - AVY4-L280L $379.00
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Spark Sp series
ULTRA-DRY Down™ protection and warmth in a minimalist package
When you need a sleeping bag but don’t want to be weighed down by one, what’s to be done? 
Until now you either slowed yourself down with something inadequate or took the spartan option 
and suffered without. Now the Spark has changed the game completely. Neither comfort nor 
performance need be sacrificed!

Using the warmth of 850+ loft 90/10 Premium goose 
down, the amazing moisture protection of ULTRA-
DRY Down™, and a micro-weight 10D Nylon shell and 
15D lining, we have created one of the best warmth-
for-weight minimalist sleeping bags available.

The Spark is an ultra-light bag with many possible 
uses. Its balance of size, weight and warmth make 
it an excellent summer sleeping bag, especially for 
weight and space conscious cycle tourers and ultra-
light fastpackers. It also works well as a liner bag, 
slipping inside another sleeping bag to add one or 
two seasons to its rating. 

The Spark compresses so small, we had to re-
engineer our compression-sacks to make one that 
reduced sufficiently. 

The ULTRA-DRY Down™ protection makes the Spark 
an impressive hard-alpine or adventure racing 
sleeping bag, where down has never before been a 
viable option, and weight is simply not tolerated. 

1/2 Zip Mummy
The secrets of the Spark’s warmth-to-weight 
are in the premium quality down, the half length 
light-gauge #3 YKK® zip and high performance 
microweight shell and liner fabrics.

The Spark is designed as a close-fitting mummy 
bag. The full hood, footbox and short zip maximise 
fit and warmth while keeping weight and bulk to a 
minimum.

The Spark I is constructed with sewn-through 
transverse baffles. The Spark II is a hybrid 
construction with box wall baffles placed over the 
torso to boost warmth around your core and a 
sewn-through construction at the legs. A draft tube 
is sewn over the zip to reduce cold spots in the Spark 
II and III models. The Spark III is constructed entirely 
from box wall baffles including the footbox for even 
heat retention. The head and neck baffles have been 
enlarged to trap vital warmth and achieve a lower 
limit EN rating of -4°C.

The full footbox allows maximum 
down lofting, minimising heat loss 

from your feet

The Spark uses a 1/2 length zip and 
a full hood for maximum warmth in  

a light and compact package

The Spark SpI compresses so small 
that it fits in the palm of your hand
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Spark Sp features
Spark 1 features a contoured mummy shape with sewn through baffles for optimal weight/bulk/warmth ratio.

Spark 2 features a contoured mummy shape with sewn through baffles over legs, box wall baffles over torso.

Spark 3 features a contoured mummy with box wall baffle construction throughout and zip draft tube for 
optimal warmth.

All Spark models feature 850+ Loft Premium Goose ULTRA-DRY Down™ ; 10D Nylon shell for minimal weight 
and bulk; 55/45 fill ratio; contoured hood with drawcord; tapered footbox; 1/2 length YKK® #3 side zip; includes 
lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Spark Sp dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

SpI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Travel; Adventure racing; Summer cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra 
lightweight Trekking/ Hiking; Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

REGULAR Left 180 g 348 g 3XS 2.2L to 1L 1.55L ASP1-R180L-UD $379.00

LONG Left 200 g 390 g 3XS 2.2L to 1L _ ASP1-L200L-UD $399.00

SpII Summer/Spring/Autumn
Travel; Adventure racing; cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra 

lightweight Trekking/ Hiking; Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

REGULAR Left 280 g 464 g 2XS 3.3L to1.3L 2.9L ASP2-R280L-UD $449.00

LONG Left 305 g 510 g 2XS 3.3L to1.3L _ ASP2-L305L-UD $479.00

SpIII Spring/Autumn/Winter
Travel; Adventure racing; Winter cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra 
lightweight Trekking/ Hiking; Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

REGULAR Left 400 g 625 g XS 6L to 2L 3.7L ASP3-R400L-UD $579.00

LONG Left 435 g 690 g XS 6L to 2L _ ASP3-L435L-UD $599.00
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Micro Mc series

The Micro series are our lightest fully-featured bags,  
filled with 850+ Loft Premium Goose ULTRA-DRY 
Down™. These bags incorporate our 2D NanoShell™ 
providing the lightest, most breathable water 
resistant shell. 

Designed with a contoured mummy shape, the Micro 
series are the lightest and most compact sleeping 
bags in their class. With a unique drawcord opening 
at the foot for effective temperature regulation, the 
Micro series can be converted from an open quilt to 
a technical box foot mummy sleeping bag.

The Micro uses horizontal baffles, has a reshaped 
3D snug hood, and a durable YKK® #5 zipper with 
micro anti-snag. 

The form fitting Micro series uses a 55/45 fill ratio 
to insulate your core as the bag rotates with you 
throughout the night. A security pocket located 
inside the bag is easily accessible and is ideal for 
stowing electronics to preserve battery performance 
in cold conditions. The soft touch 15D Nylon lining 
fabric is down-proof by construction and highly 
breathable offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Micro series is our choice for cycle touring 
across the Pyrenees, adventure travel on the Inca 
Trail and fast and light backpacking in the Sierras. 

The ultra-light fully-featured sleeping bag
You want to escape, fleet footed and unburdened out into the wild. We wanted to design a bag  
with such escapades in mind. Ultra-light, amazingly warm, our Micro series unlocks so many 
possibilities.

The foot drawcord can be pulled in to create a mummy 
shape bag or opened to create an open ended rectangular 

sleeping bag 
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Micro Mc features
850+ Loft Premium Goose ULTRA-DRY Down™; contoured mummy convertible with 3D hood; 2D 
NanoShell™; differential cut shell; horizontal baffles; 55/45 fill ratio; anti-snag zippered draft tube; hood 
drawcord with dual adjustment; YKK® #5 side zip; drawcord foot closure; large sized internal zip pocket; 
includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Micro Mc dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

McII Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn
Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  

Camping, Travel

REGULAR Left or  
Right

250 g 630 g XS 6L to 2L 4.5L
AMC2-R250L-UD or 
AMC2-R250R-UD

$499.00

LONG Left 275 g 695 g XS 6L to 2L - AMC2-L275L-UD $529.00

McIII Spring/Autumn/Winter
Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  

Camping, Travel

REGULAR Left or  
Right

350 g 740 g XS 6L to 2L 5L
AMC3-R350L-UD or 
AMC3-R350R-UD

$599.00

LONG Left 380 g 810 g XS 6L to 2L - AMC3-L380L-UD $629.00
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Ember Eb series
 If you want a versatile and lightweight sleep system, then 
ditch the zipper and head into the hills with our Ember quilt 
The ultra-light Ember quilts are an incredibly versatile sleep system 
that have so many possible uses. Its balance of size and weight make it 
an excellent choice to travel with if you hostel and couch-surf. It could 
be used cycle touring and has a place in the ultra-light weight walkers' 
pack. It could also be used over your sleeping bag to add an extra layer 
of warmth.

The Ember quilt can be used in a few different configurations. If you 
feel restricted in a sleeping bag, simply sleep under it like a traditional 
blanket which will allow you to stick your arms and legs out and control 
your temperature. 

If the weather is colder and you wish to trap more warmth you can 
tighten the foot drawcord to create a mummy shape footbox, and also 
use the press studs down the side to close the bottom half of the quilt.

Tightening the foot draw cord will cleverly create a pocket which can 
secure the end of the quilt over a sleeping mat. The upper section of 
the mat can be secured to the quilt by the supplied adjustable strap 
system. This system connects with press studs and will ensure that you 
not only stay securely atop your mat, but that you trap as much warmth 
around you as possible. 

Our Ember quilts use our ultra-light 15D shell and lining fabrics, and 
are filled with 750+ Loft Ultra Dry Down. The EbI uses a sew through 
box baffle construction, removing internal baffles for a lighter and more 
compact construction, suitably adequate for its intended temperature 
range. The EbII uses a combined horizontal/vertical baffled 
construction. The vertical baffles covering the chest section holds  
the down in place, preventing down from thinning over the torso.

The foot drawcord can be pulled in to create a warm 
mummy shape footbox or to secure the end of the quilt 

over a sleeping mattress 

Left: Four adjustable straps can be used to secure the 
quilt under your sleeping mattress. Right: press studs 

can close the bottom half of the quilt to increase warmth
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Ember Eb features
Ember 1 features a tapered sewn through box baffle quilt construction. 

Ember 2 features a tapered combined horizontal/vertical baffled quilt construction. 

Ember 3 features a tapered combined horizontal/vertical baffled quilt construction with a 
short zip to create an enclosed footbox.

All Ember models use 15D Nylon shell and lining for minimal weight and bulk, include 
four adjustable straps to secure to a mat, a lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a 
combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Ember Eb dimensions

Model Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

EbI Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Travel, Car camping, Adventure racing,

Summer cycle touring, Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking

REGULAR None 220 g 415 g 2XS 3.3L to 1.3L 2.1L AEB1-R220-UD $299.00

LARGE None 270 g 544 g 2XS 3.3L to 1.3L - AEB1-L270-UD $329.00

EbII Spring/Autumn/Winter
Travel, Car camping, Adventure racing,

Winter cycle touring, Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking

REGULAR None 350 g 560 g XS 6L to 2L 3.0L AEB2-R350-UD $379.00

LARGE None 420 g 718 g XS 6L to 2L - AEB2-L420-UD $399.00

EbIII Autumn/Winter
Travel, Car camping, Adventure racing,

Winter cycle touring, Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking

REGULAR None 500 g 747 g Small 10L to 3.3L 4.2L AEB3-R500-UD $469.00

LARGE None 580 g 970 g Small 10L to 3.3L - AEB3-L580-UD $499.00
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Traveller Tr series
Small and light, the couch-surfer’s ideal companion
There are times on the road when taking a regular sleeping bag is just one thing too much but 
going without limits your options. It is precisely with this dilemma in mind that we created the 
Traveller series. The light but cosy Traveller is an excellent option when city-hopping or when 
sharing a bag is on the cards.

The Traveller has been sized as a comfortable solo 
sleeping bag and as a quilt large enough to share 
when unzipped. It weighs very little and packs down 
small, leaving plenty of room in your rucksack, or to 
be left in the back of your car for unplanned bivies.

Filled with 750+ loft ULTRA-DRY Down™, the 
Traveller has been optimised as a summer outdoor 
bag, a year round indoor bag, or as a liner over a 
bed or another sleeping bag. The fully opening zip 
can be used to zip to another Traveller for times 
when you’re not travelling alone. The large size will 
comfortably fit two people when used as a quilt.

The Traveller is an incredibly versatile sleeping bag.

Tapered Rectangular
The Traveller has been cut with a slight taper to  
save weight and bulk without adversely effecting  
the usable quilt area. 

The full length side zip allows the Traveller to be 
opened out into a full quilt for use indoors and 
warmer weather. The shoulder and foot drawcords 
cinch the bag around you to retain heat.

The Traveller features drawstring closures on the foot and collar, giving light-weight and comforable climate control.
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Traveller Tr features
750+ loft ULTRA-DRY Down™; the Regular and Large are a slightly tapered rectangular shape with collar 
and foot drawcords; X-Large is a full rectangular shape; all sizes open out to a double width quilt; YKK® 
#3 side zip can be used left or right hand; can zip together with another Traveller; includes lightweight 
Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Traveller Tr dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

TrI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn
Travel, Ultra lightweight Trekking/Hiking,  

Camping, Cycle touring, Liner bag

REGULAR Left 200 g 389 g 3XS 2.5L to 1L 1.55L ATR1-R200L-UD $289.00

LARGE Left 250 g 475 g 2XS 3.3L to 1.3L 1.89L ATR1-L250L-UD $329.00

X-LARGE Left 350 g 660 g XS 6L to 2L 2.7L ATR1-XL350L-UD $349.00
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Make any campsite your Basecamp
When you're not as concerned about shaving grams from your gear as you are about being 
comfortable and getting a great night's sleep, our Basecamp series is your go-to option.

The Basecamp has been designed for those of us 
who find a mummy bag restrictive, and who would 
prefer to enjoy a little more comfort and stretch out 
space while escaping outdoors. 

The Basecamp offers a contoured rectangular 
design to accommodate sleepers who like to stretch 
out full length, or those who like to curl up into 
a ball. It is also a fantastic solution for restless 
sleepers who can now move freely within their bag. 

The Basecamp is available in three 750+ loft ULTRA-
DRY Down™ models to keep packed size small (BcI, 
BcII and BcIII), or two THERMOLITE® models where 
packed size isn’t a priority but a more affordable 
sleeping bag is desirable (Bt3 and Bt4). 

If you are looking for the ultimate in camping 
comfort, the Basecamp has also been designed to 
work with all our sleeping mats and Aeros Pillows 
to create a truly comprehensive sleep system. Slide 
your mat into the small pocket at the foot of the bag 
and then use the strap and loop set-up to secure the 
upper section. Then inflate your Aeros Pillow to the 
perfect pressure before securing it into place with 
the elasticised strap underneath the hood. 

Versatility
No matter which way the weather turns, the 
Basecamp bag can be modified to suit. Zip yourself 
in and pull the internal drawcords tight to combat 
the cold. If the weather takes a turn towards 
summer, then you can vent the feet, or unzip one or 
both sides to keep yourself cool and comfortable. 

The Basecamp is so much more than just a sleeping 
bag; the dual zipper allows it to transform from 
a substantial and sumptuous bag into a svelte 

summer quilt. The bottom of the quilt holds 
its shape as a roomy footbox, and a series of 
attachment loops even lets you secure your quilt 
onto your mat to ensure maximum warmth. 

The seven photos on the right illustrates the 
different uses of the versatile Basecamp sleeping 
bag.

An elasticated strap on the base of the hood secures your 
large Sea to Summit Aeros Ultralight or Premium Pillow 

in place to stop it slipping away in the night.

Left: Large Aeros Ultralight pillow secured to ULTRA-DRY 
Down™ Basecamp BcII.  Right: Large Aeros Ultralight 

pillow secured to THERMOLITE® Basecamp Bs4.

Basecamp series
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Complete zipped up spacious rectangular  
sleeping bag.

Unzip either the left or right side zips for  
temperature control and easy access.

Unzip both the left and right side zips to use the  
sleeping bag as a quilt with zipped up footbox.

Enjoy sticking your feet out the end of the bed? 
Unzip the separate foot zip at the base of the bag.

Don’t like to be restricted at all? Keep both side  
zips undone for a bed like quilt setup in your tent.

Warm night? Just sleep on the base with the top  
quilt removed completely.

Wish to travel lighter? Take just the top quilt with  
you. The shaped footbox hooks over the end of  
your mat, and the supplied straps can be used 

 to secure the quilt to your mat .

Strap position using mat loops 2 and 3.

Strap position using mat loops 1 and 2.  

Using mat loops 1 and 2 secures the Basecamp bag to  
your mat but allows you to sit up with your hood.

SLEEPING MAT ATTACHMENT SYSTEM
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0

Basecamp Bc features
750+ loft ULTRA-DRY Down™; spacious rectangular shape; pillow attachment system under hood to hold Aeros Ultralight large pillow in place 
(not included); two position sleeping mat attachment system; differential cut shell; anti-snag zippered draft tube; neck draft tube; cushioned 
internal hood drawcord; two-way YKK® #5 zip on each side of the bag, plus separate foot zip; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag 
and combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Basecamp Bt features
THERMOLITE® insulation; spacious rectangular shape; pillow attachment system under hood to hold Aeros large pillow in place (not 
included); two position sleeping mat attachment system; differential cut shell; anti-snag zippered draft tube; cushioned internal hood 
drawcord; two-way YKK® #5 zip on each side of the bag, plus separate foot zip; includes Sea to Summit 70D compression bag.

Basecamp Bc & Bt dimensions

Bt3 3 Season - Summer/Spring/Autumn
Trekking/ Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

REGULAR Dual left & right zips 1654 g Medium 15L to 5L 11.6 L ABT3-R160 $399.00

LONG Dual left & right zips 1894 g Large 20L to 6.5L - ABT3-L160 $429.00

Bt4 4 Season - Spring/Autumn/Winter
Trekking/ Hiking, Snow camping, Ski touring, Base camp

REGULAR Dual left & right zips 2279 g Large 20L to 6.5L 14.6 L ABT4-R240 $449.00

LONG Dual left & right zips 2639 g XL 30L to 10L - ABT4-L240 $479.00

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

BcI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn
Lightweight trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

REGULAR Dual left & right zips 400 g 1045 g Small 10L to 3.3L 7.8 L ABC1-R400-UD $499.00

LONG Dual left & right zips 460 g 1207 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ABC1-L460-UD $549.00

BcII Spring/Autumn/Winter-light
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Snow camping, Ski touring

REGULAR Dual left & right zips 550 g 1195 g Small 10L to 3.3L 8.3 L ABC2-R550-UD $599.00

LONG Dual left & right zips 630 g 1377 g Medium 15L to 5L - ABC2-L630-UD $649.00

BcIII Spring/Autumn/Winter
Trekking/Hiking, Snow camping, Ski touring, Base camp

REGULAR Dual left & right zips 850 g 1495 g Medium 15L to 5L 10.2 L ABC3-R850-UD $699.00

LONG Dual left & right zips 950 g 1697 g Large 20L to 6.5L - ABC3-L950-UD $749.00
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Trek Tk series
The classic tapered rectangular sleeping bag - redefined!
Sometimes a mummy bag doesn’t fit the bill—a bit too snug, a bit too constricting. For those 
who like the extra space and versatility of the classic tapered rectangular shaped sleeping bag, 
we have created our Trek series.

Incorporating our 2D PermaShell™ fabric and a 
premium 650+ Loft ULTRA-DRY Down™, the Trek 
bags are a refined classic. The 60/40 fill ratio in the 
Trek bags is maintained using a side block baffle 
and differential cut shell. In the top of the shell a 3D 
side wall—a feature normally reserved for technical 
alpine sleeping bags—provides more space for the 
down to loft right to the edge of the bag. 

An oversized security pocket located inside the bag 
is easily accessible, ideal for stashing passports 
and other valuables while travelling. The soft touch 
lining fabric is down-proof by construction and highly 
breathable offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Trek series is our choice for adventure travel 
and globetrotting. Whether sleeping in hostels 
throughout Europe, backpacking South America or 
discovering the Stirling Ranges in Western Australia.

Tapered Rectangular
The tapered rectangular design offers a good 
compromise between the comfort of a generous 
cut shape and the warmth of a closer fit. A full 
length side and foot zip allow the Trek series to be 
opened out into a full quilt for use indoors and warm 
weather.
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Trek Tk features
Tapered rectangular with 3D hood; 2D PermaShell™ DWR shell fabric; differential cut 
shell with 3D side walls; 60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anti-snag zippered draft 
tube; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; two-way YKK® #5 zips 
with separate foot zip; large sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® 
compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

The women’s Trek also features two combined down and THERMOLITE® baffles under the 
foot area, to help keep heels and ankles warmer where feet compresses the down.

Trek Tk dimensions

Model EN13537 Temperature Rating
Season rating 
Suggested use Length Zip

Fill  
weight

Total 
weight

Compression 
sack size

Compression 
sack volume

Compressed 
volume  

ASTM F1853-11 Code RRP

WTkI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 500 g 990 g Small 10L to 3.3L 6.0L AWTK1-R500R-UD $379.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 550 g 1080 g Small 10L to 3.3L - AWTK1-L550R-UD $399.00

WTkII Spring/Autumn/Winter 
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

WOMEN'S REGULAR Right 700 g 1210 g Medium 15L to 5L 7.0L AWTK2-R700R-UD $429.00
WOMEN'S LONG Right 750 g 1300 g Medium 15L to 5L - AWTK2-L750R-UD $449.00

TkI Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

REGULAR Left 350 g 790 g Small 10L to 3.3L 5.1L ATK1-R350L-UD $349.00

REGULAR WIDE Left 450 g 950 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATK1-XL450L-UD $379.00

LONG Left 400 g 880 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATK1-L400L-UD $379.00

TkII Summer/Spring/Autumn 
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

SHORT Right 500 g 940 g Small 10L to 3.3L - ATK2-S500R-UD $389.00

REGULAR Left 500 g 980 g Small 10L to 3.3L 6.0L ATK2-R500L-UD $399.00

REGULAR WIDE Left 600 g 1160 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATK2-XL600L-UD $429.00

LONG Left 550 g 1090 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATK2-L550L-UD $429.00

TkIII Spring/Autumn/Winter 
Trekking/Hiking, Camping, Travel

SHORT Right 700 g 1150 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATK3-S700R-UD $439.00

REGULAR Left 700 g 1190 g Medium 15L to 5L 7.05L ATK3-R700L-UD $449.00

LONG Left 750 g 1300 g Medium 15L to 5L - ATK3-L750L-UD $479.00
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PAN Cool grey 1C

PAN Cool grey 11C

Light grey 5,3,5,11

Dusk  35,14,11,34

Seafoam 43,0,23,0


